CT imaging of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19): from the qualitative to quantitative
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The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) from Wuhan, China has become a global challenge since the late December 2019 (1-3). The clinical characteristics of patients infected with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) have been defined in recent studies (4-6). In addition, CT imaging characteristics have been described as an important diagnostic tool of COVID-19 (7-9). On February 4, 2020, National Health Commission of the People’s Republic of China released the 5th edition of “Diagnosis and management plan of novel coronavirus pneumonia”, and highlighted the role of CT imaging in Hubei Province to promote the early detection and early isolation.

We report a 30-year-old man presented to the hospital with a 3-day history of fever and cough of unknown cause. He indicated that he had a travel history of Wuhan, China [a potential origin of SARS-CoV-2 (1,2)]. Real-time fluorescence polymerase-chain-reaction of his respiratory specimens was positive for SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid. At admission, unenhanced chest CT showed patchy ground-glass opacity and a few subpleural consolidations in his left lower lobe (Figure 1A). After receiving 2 days of supportive treatment, he was clinically worse and repeat chest CT showed that pneumonia progressed with distribution in bilateral lower lobes, predominantly manifesting as consolidation (Figure 1A). Therefore, therapeutic strategy was adjusted with additional treatment including interferon and antibiotic. The patient showed a good response and recovered well. Chest CT at the follow-up after 7 and 11 days showed that the pneumonia absorbed gradually (Figure 1A). During the hospitalization, radiologists provided dynamic and visible information of pulmonary lesions with three-dimensional volume-rendered reconstruction (Figure 1B). On the basis of intelligent image technology, radiologists could help the physician to monitor the progression and regression of disease using quantitative imaging information including the lesion percentage (Figure 1C) and the CT mean density values (Figure 1D) in each lung lobe. After his respiratory samples checked twice to confirm the negative of SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid, the patient was discharged home.

In conclusion, CT imaging could play more important role on the basis of intelligent technology in managing patients of COVID-19 from diagnosis to monitoring, and from the qualitative to quantitative.
Figure 1: CT imaging of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). (A) Chest CT shows patchy ground-glass opacity and a few subpleural consolidations in the left lower lobe on admission. Image obtained 2 days after follow-up shows the pneumonia progressed with distribution in bilateral lower lobes, predominantly manifesting as consolidation; images obtained 7 and 11 days after follow-up show the pneumonia absorbed gradually. (B) Three-dimensional volume-rendered reconstruction shows the visible progression and regression of pulmonary lesions. (C) The lesion percentage in each lung lobe shows obvious progression in the second CT scan and indicates marked improvement in the following CT images obtained 7 and 11 days after follow-up. (D) The CT mean density values in each lung lobe shows a similar change of the lesion percentage at time of CT examination.
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